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EOCENE

SITE AT HARLEYVILLE,

S.C.

by Ron IsDn
The Giant Cement Company Quarry at Harleyville, South Carolina, contains a wealth of fossil vertebrates, unencumbered by
shell material.
These are vertebrates which are difficult to
obtain in our area due to poor exposure, poor preservation, or
botQ. Eocene exposures in Maryland and Virginia seem to be lacking in the large fauna such as the archaeocetes, large Carcharodon auriculatus, and sirenians which are present at Hadleyville.
The lowest formation is the Eocene Santee Limestone, which is
overlain by the Oligocene Cooper Marl, a reddish-orange reworked
marine Miocene zone. On top of the Cooper Marl is dark-brown to
black Pliocene/Pleistocene
marine and terrestrial material with
much organic matter, giving the layer a plastic consistency.
The Santee Limestone has archaeocetes, sirenians, big Carcharadon auriculatus, crocodilians,
and many small shark teeth,
including tiger, sand, six-gill,
Hemipristis, and mako specimens.
Fish remains can be found by
looking for black spots in the
wahoo (Acanthocybium
creamy-to-white
limestone.
Not
solanderi)
all fish remains are black; some
are the color of the limestone.
Some of the better fish fossils found include a wahoo (skinny
tuna) jaw section (found by Tom Parks), numerous Cylindrocanthus
remains, and some very nice vertebrae.
Some echinoids, scallop
shells, and gastropod casts can also be found in the Santee.
The best place to collect is along the contact of the Santee
Limestone and the Cooper Marl.
Along the top of the Santee are
numerous solution pits and channels in which the fossils collected. Many types of fossils and many specimens of each type can
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be found ln the bottom of the deeper holes.
The holes vary from
a couple of inches deep (usually unproductive) to a couple of
feet deep; holes deeper than two feet are rare but are treasure
troves.
Some pits join to form channels, which should be followed as though they were veins of gold.
Although some people
think the contact fossils are Oligocene, 1 believe most of the
fossils were eroded out of the Santee and deposited in the solutlon pits by water action.
(1 guess I should mention that this
hunting involves heavy labor.
The Cooper Marl must be removed
from the limestone and pits by pick and shovel.)
There are some fossils in the layers above the Santee.
The
Cooper has few vertebrate fossils, if any.
It does, however,
have some scallops, which are usually less than two inches
across. On top of the Cooper is a layer of reworked Miocene
marine material.
It produces worn C. megalodon teeth, worn
cetacean bones, an occas1onal cetacean ear bone, and some worn
manatee rib bones.
The dark gr1tty material on top of the reworked Miocene deposit is a strange mixture of marine and terrestrial Pliocene/Pleistocene
that reminds me of sites in Florida.
This material has been producing some nice fossils lately, including remains from two types of armadillo, several types of turtle, a bobcat lower jaw, a dire wolf skull, peccary teeth, mastodon material, horse teeth, and most of a deer (found by myself).
This place can be unpredictable; come prepared for anything.
The last time I went down there, it was 30 degrees in D.C. and
over 80 degrees in the quarry.
Take plenty of water and plan on
moving a lot of the marl matrix.
Keep kids and animals away from
the ponds--there are 'gators.
From the D.C. area, it's about a 9-hour drive to Harleyville.
It·s easy to get to. Take 1-95 south to I-26E in South Carol1na,
then take the Harleyv1lle eX1t and turn left at th~ top of the
ramp, from wh1ch you can see the crushers in the quarry.
The
closest place to stay is St. George, off 1-95 south of 1-26.
Collecting 1S only on Sundays; call Burt Ardis at 803-462-7760 to
schedule in advance.
Limit 20 people.
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archaeocete

(Basilosaurus)

* * *

CMM FOSSIL CLUB ANNUAL MEETING,

MATOAKA,

APRIL.13,

1991

Present: Ron Ison; Elizabeth Slaughter; Lloyd and Arleen Gleason;
Mike Gottfried; Pam Platt; Eric Beach; Ron Keil; George Fonger;
Donna Richardson; Sandy Roberts; Bob Wiest; Kathy, Mike, and Beth
Ellwood; Steve Brady; Wally and Betty Ashby; Dave Bohaska; Dick
Grier; and hosts Connie and Larry Sm1th.
The day was too rainy (an annual tradition) and the tide too
high for much fosslling.
But the meeting was convened, after
much noshing, at 8 p.m. Due to lack of officers, Ecphora editor
and quondam secretary Donna Richardson opened the meetlng by

asking for presidential volunteers.
Field trip director Steve
Brady volunteered and was unanimously (and gratefully) stuck with
the job, as well as with directing field trips.
Mike Ellwood was
voted in as VP; Donna Richardson remained secretary, and Sandy
Roberts membership chair.
The meeting consisted mostly of general discussion about
future trip possibilities and of the following announcements:
1) Paul Berry of CMM is looking into the reissuing of Wally
\Ashby's book on local fossils;
2) Mike Gottfried requested volunteers for "Patuxent River Family
Discovery Day" ("Little PRAD") on May 4-5;
3) reports were made on the past SEARCH lectures (on the earliest-known cetotheres and on sea cow evolution), which were
excellent and well-attended, and everyone was reminded that the
last SEARCH lecture is Saturday, Kay 11, at 7:30;
4) The CMM whale exhibit will return in July (see below);
5) Mike and Dave's "Tertiary Research" week-long field trip will
be held May 7-17;
6) After a discussion of the Maryland law making private
ownership of beach go only down to the high-tide mark, several
people present (especially landowners) wanted to remind fossilers
to COME AND ASK LANDOWNERS BEFORE DOING ANY DIGGING IN CLIFFS,
EVEN IF PERMISSION TO HUNT ON THE BEACH HAS BEEN GRANTED.
Trouble at several sites has recently ensued due to lack of
consideration by fossil hunters.
The meeting adjourned around 9:00. A heartfelt thanks, as
ever, to Connie and Larry Smith for acting as hosts.
* * *
SOCIETY OF VERTEBRATE

PALEONTOLOGY

50TH ANNIVERSARY

HEETING

by Kike Gottfried
The Society of Vertebrate Paleontology (SYP) held its annual
meeting October 10-13, 1990, at the University of Kansas (KU) in
Lawrence, where I was a graduate student before coming to CMM.
It was the 50th SYP meeting and also coincided with 100 years of
vertebrate paleontology at KU. To commemorate these two anniversaries, special exhibits were prepared on the history of SVP and
on the long paleontological
tradition at KU. Many of the original charter members of SYP were on hand to be honored at the banquet, and overall attendance was over 600 members (a record).
More than 200 talks were given during the program.
Among them
was Farish Jenkins
(Harvard) description of a fossil caecilian
from the Jurassic of Arizona.
These limbless snakelike amphibians previously had a poor fossil record, being known only from
the early Tertiary.
The Arizona specimen extends the record of
the group back nearly 100 million years; even more intriguing,
this Jurassic caecilian had small but still functional legs.
Hans-Dieter Sues (Smithsonian) discussed a find of Triassicage reptiles from near Richmond, Va. Some of these reptiles are
similar to forms that were known only from southern Africa and
South America, indicating more similarity between northern and
southern hemisphere reptiles during the Triassic than was previously thought. (Dr. Sues has agreed to give a talk atCMM
on
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th~s ~ntr~gu~ng d~scovery--look
tor ~t in late 91).
fhe most controversial talk was by Dr. Robert Fox (U. of
Alberta), whO mainta~ned that a very small lower Jaw and two
~solated teeth found in Paleocene-age beds in Alberta belong to a
type ot "mammal-like" reptile called a cynodont.
What makes this
controvers~al is that cynodonts were believed to have gone extlnct ln the early Mesozo~c, nearly 100 million years before the
Paleocene.
Cynodonts are an important group of reptiles because
they are believed to be on the evolutionary Ilne leading to
mammals.
Expert opinion seemed m~xed as to whether it was or
wasn't a cynodont--we' 11 be hearing more about this~
fhere were two interesting talks relating to early bird evolut~on. The first, by J.A. Ruben (Oregon State U.), hypothesized
that the Jurassic bird Archaeopteryx would have been capable of
strong flight if it had the metabol1sm of an active reptile--some
paleontolog1sts have claimed that Archaeopteryx was a very poor
flier, able only to glide weakly from tree to tree. Paul Sereno
(U. of Chicago), along with a Chinese colleague (Cheng-gang Rao
from Beijing), announced the discovery of an early Cretaceous
bird fossil from China.
It is only a little younger than Archaeopteryx, but has some features that are more like modern birds,
including feet well-adapted for perching, a sternum w~th a large
keel for attachment of flight muscles, and a short tail made of
fused vertebrae (a "pygostyle") rather than a long, reptlle-like
tail such as that found on Archaeopteryx.
Mark Norell (Am. Mus. Nat. H1St., NY) showed slides of a Cretaceous lizard that was just collected in the Gobi Desert of Mongolia.
It is related to liv1ng monitor lizards and g~la monsters, and apparently had grooves in its teeth for injecting poison into its prey (like those found in gila monsters).
The American Museum has been invited to do additional field work in Mongolia over the next 3 years (following in the footsteps of the
famous Roy Chapman Andrews expedition of the 1920s), so we will
be hear1ng about more discoveries from this exotic region.
Finally, Tom Demere (San Diego Museum) described an unusual
fossil walrus from the Pliocene of southern Cal1fornia.
It had
tusks, but no other teeth in its upper or lower jaws (unlike
living and other fossil walruses, which have additional teeth).
Tom will be one of the speakers in the SEARCH lecture series on
fossil marine mammals this spring, which we hope CMM fossil club
members have been attending.
The next SVP meeting will be in San Diego in October '91 and
will feature a special seSS10n of talks on fossil marine mammals.
Any fossil club member interested in joining SVP should let me
know--membersh1p
1S open to anyone with an interest infossil
vertebrates and includes an informative news bulletin that will
keep you up to date on important events and dlscoveries at other
museums and unlversitles in the USA as well as abroad (please

* * *
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INSERT: get
GERARD
GUIDEforTObr1nging
FOSSILS MAY
OUT OF
PRINT
A Pictorial Guide to Fossils is one of the most useful reference
works available to the amateur fossil hunter because of its numerous, excellent photographs.
As the insert notes, it is about
to go out of print. Sign and mail the insert if you are concerned.

AN OPEN LETTER TO FOSSIL COLLECTORS

As some of you may already know, the publishing house of VAN
NOSTRAND REINHOLD, in New York City, has informed Mr. Gerard R. Case
that his book: "A PICTORIAL GUIDE TO FOSSILS" will no longer be printed. The book, a winner of the Association of American Publishers
1982 award in the category of Physical and Earth Sciences,
has become, in a relatively short period of time, the modern bible
of both amateur and professional colle~tor alike, for identifying a
wide range of fossils.
All of Jerry's previous publications (Fossil sharks-fish remains
of North America; Fossils Illustrated; Handbook of Fossil Collecting;
and Fossil sharks: A Pictor~al Review) are now out of print, and those
of us who have had the good fortune to be in possession of one or more
of these books know what a valuable contribution Jerry has made to the
study of fossil sharks over the past 30 years.
Please join me in encouraging VAN NOSTRAND REINHOLD to continue
publishing Jerry's latest book, by filling in your name and address
and signing the coupon below, and mailing it to Jerry so he can present our petitions in person to the publishers. Let us make it possible
for all future collectors to have available to them, the vast knowledge and experience that Jerry has so skillfully packed into his book:
"A PICTORIAL

Elizabeth,

REINHOLD
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N.J. March 30, 1991
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Dear Sirs:
I have recently learned of your decision to discontinue
publication of Mr. Case's book: "A PICTORIAL GUIDE TO FOSSILS~ I urge you to reconsider your decision and to print
a softbound edition that would not only be less expensive
to publish, but to make it more acce~sible to those who
have not yet purchased the book. In my opinion, there is
still a large market for this book, which has been well-received and praised by both amateur and professional alike.
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NOTES FROM AND ABOUT CLUB MEMBERS
Sid Welles, the CMM Fossil Club treasurer,
from a hospital stay.
We all send her our
pid, complete recovery.
If you would like
sonally, her address is PO Box 2164, Prince

* * *

is at home recovering
best wishes for a rato w~sh her well perFrederick, MD 20678.

Dave Siegert, a CMM Fossil Club member visiting Lee Creek with
Another Club, found a 4" seal jaw with two detachable back molars, ~nclud~ng roots.
(We don't usually publicize individual
finds, but th~s one is a lulu.)

* * *

Neil Hoffman of the CMM club received a very nice thank-you
letter for presenting a science unit to the second-grade class of
Risa E. Pyles at Adelphi Elementary School.
Neil taught three
classes of around 30 students each.
The unit, on evolution,
included films, fossils, and an erupting (pseudo)volcano. At the
end of the unit, the children received egg cartons with fossil
and mineral specimens.

* * *

Matt Andrea's

Sniglet-Laden

Excursion

to Liverpool

Point

It was a sunny Sunday--the first in February--with temperatures climbing into the sixties.
The lure of the beaches and the
calls of ancient vertebrates were too much to resist, so 1 set
off with my two daughters for Liverpool Point.
I had seen
numerous references to Liverpool Point but had never visited
there.
When we arrived, what we were expecting to be an "outas~te" had the appearance of a "suisite~"
In front of us was a
chain-link fence and various signs warning "No Trespassing," "No
Hunting," and "Beware of the Dog." But further exploration led to
a friendly local resident, who allowed us to cross his property
to the beach. As we approached the cliffs, Marie Claire, my 7year-old "hooverlet," began to do her thing, picking up a few
nice-sized Odontaspis teeth and a perfect 1.5" ray plate.
Francesca, my 2-year-old, busied herself collecting the ubiquitous
river snail shells and making sand "birthday cakes."
In the
meantime, I wasn't finding anything~ My frustration was compounded as my "hooverlet" began picking up my "footsils."
I began to
"gravgrovel," but soon contracted a bad case of "kneesils." Marie
Claire exploited my affliction to her delight and my chagrin by
homing in, with the accuracy of a Patriot missile, wherever I
chose to hunt.
At every turn, I had to listen to her repeated
yelps of "I found a shark tooth~"
But I persevered, and finally
found a few nice shark teeth and Turritella mortoni casts. As the
sun started to set, I told my daughters that we had to start
back.
Reluctantly, they packed up their goodies and we ambled
back under a gorgeous sunset.
It was then, when I had given up
for the day, that my "serendipiteeth" appeared~
These came in
the form of a crocodile vertebra and a 1.25" Otodus tooth.
By
the time we got back to our "paleomobile" we were tired and
hungry, but I was l.na state of total "ecphoria!"
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eMM TRIP, EXHIBIT,

AND MEETING

REPORTS

Philadelphia: This year, several selfless souls (Sandy Roberts,
Donna Richardson, and Craig DeTample) made it all the way up to
the annual DVPS fossil fair at the Academy of Natural Sciences.
The CMM exhibit table was frequented by a large number of Philadelphians, who just couldn't seem to get enough information on
the fossils of Maryland (all the brochures sold out on the first
day).
The DVPS had its usual interesting set of exhibit cases
contributed by its members, including a whole easeful of huge
teeth from South Carolina, great trilobites, numerous oreodonts
and turtles from South Dakota, and even teeth from our area.
Though it would be nice to think the over 5,000 people (and TV
crew--we made the news) came just to see CMM and DVPS fossils,
there was also the attraction of the L.A. Museum's shark exhibit.
Olney: In March, an exhibit of Maryland Miocene fossils was on
display at the Olney Public Library in Montgomery County. The
library system requested the exhibit and George Fonger, Tim Miller, and Mike Ellwood donated their time and fossils to comply.
eMK: The Calvert Marine Museum··s newest exhibit, "Treasure from
the Cliffs: Collecting Fossil Whales," opened in the changing
exhibit area in January.
Featured were a series of photos that
explain the different steps in collecting fossil whales, and two
complete cetothere (small, extinct baleen whale) skulls.
One of
the skulls is still partly encased in its plaster jacket; this
specimen was collected near Governors Run in 1985 by a large crew
that included several CMM Fossil Club members.
The exhibit ended
in April, but will make a reappearance in July by popular demand.
REMINDER:
As of January 2. there is an admission charge to the
.useum for non-members.
Fossil club members who visit should
remember to bring their eMM membership cards for free admission.
Gaithersburg: The Gem, Mineral, and Lapidary Society of Montgomery County held its 27th annual show on March 16 & 17. The CMM
Fossil Club set up a display of Maryland fossils for the fourth
consecutive year, ans spoke about the Museum and our club.
The
exhibit was very popular and the shark tooth bin was a hit with
children of all ages.
Pam Ogasawara, Don Clark, Tim Miller, the
Ellwood family, and the Andreas volunteered their time to person
(no sexism here) the exhibit.
Special thanks go to Cheryll and
Gordon Austin for their support, on little notice, both days.
Smithsonian:
This extra trip to make up for bad weather in
January was well-attended. Bob Wiest, Sandy Roberts, Matt and
Marie Claire Andrea, David Wells, Dick and Bob Grier, Eric Beach,
and Donna Richardson were first led by Dave Bohaska to the drawers containing Maryland dinosaur material.
Primarily in the last
century, a number of sites around Muirkirk, Maryland yielded
interesting lower Cretaceous specimens, mostly from the Arundel
clay in the Potomac group.
Particularly interesting were the
remains. largely teeth and phalanges, of the small carnivorous
and of the sauropod Astrodofl.
The materials
dinosaur Coelurus.
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were from the end of th~ 19th century.
Many of the specimen
cards had red stars, s1gn1fY1ng that they were the holotypes
(type spec1mens) or peritypes (specimens consulted to def1ne the
characteristics of a species) for that dinosaur, or blue stars,
signifying they had been used in the paleontological literature.
Next stop was the office of Bob Purdy, where the group saw
several important recent finds.
These included the rhinoceros
astragalus (anklebone) found at the Ranch Club by Betty Cridlin;
a seal humerus found by the Hynes at Lee Creek (a specimen Wh1Ch
may turn out to be Platyphoca~ a seal rarely found outside Europe); and an atlas vertebra of a Pleistocene "elk," dredged up
off the coast of Chincoteague, which will probably turn out to be
the southernmost-known
occurrence of this creature.
Several
group members then brought out local specimens which they wanted
to identify.
Dick Grier had an excellent specimen of the upper
snout of a seal.
Dave Wells brought in seal phalanges and a
radius, a porpoise caudal bone, and what may be the metatarsal of
a carnivorous mammal.
Eric Beach had found two porpoise humeruses (humeri?) and several excellent specimens of Isurus desor~
and hastalis, all from near Plum Point.
He also had a tooth
which he hoped was horse or rhino, but which turned out to be the
holotype of a Cowabonga (from a very recently deceased bovine).
Bob Purdy k1ndly gave out copies of his newest edition of· A Xey
to the Common Genera of Neogene Shark Teeth (revised 2-90) and
said hed be happy to send anyone a copy.
The address is
Robert Purdy, Dept. of Paleobiology, MRC NHB 121 Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C. 20560.
The group then split into the (as it were) hard-core vertebigots, who went down to the vertebrate paleo lab on the ground
floor to see the Squalodon from Westmoreland, and the two
who went up to see Raye Germon, of Ecphora gardnerae germonae
and state-fossil fame. She helpfully gave tons of information on
the disgusting eating habits of carnivorous gastropods (coming in
the August issue), on publications about living and fossil mollusks, and on whom to call for a good (fossiling) time in FloriThe snail-lovers departed grateful to all, particularly
da.
Raye, and were told in the paleo lab that the others had come and
gone.
Failing to find them anywhere else, they left, assuming
that the others had either been cannibalized for vertebrate parts
or would show up at the annual party on April 13.
Stratford Hall: Several people went on the April 20 field trip
despite pouring rain.
Leader Steve Brady probably wishes he hadn't, since h1s car hydroplaned into a ditch.
Though the water at
Stratford was h1gh, George Fonger and Steve found some turtle
remains, while Eric 1hompson and Melissa Manwar1ng picked up
several mako, Hem~pr~stis, and sand shark teeth.
Also attending
the washout was E11zabeth Slaughter. The park employees wouldn't
let the hunters park, as usual, near the beach, necessitating a
mile-and-a-halt walk to the beach and making the hunters suspect
that fossiling at Stratford 1S being discou~aged.
"Little PRAD":
On May 4-5, Sandy Roberts, Marilyn Force, and
Jean Hooper represented the CMM Fossil Club at the Family
Discovery Day, passing out teeth and informat10n to v1sitors.
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THANKS TO THIS ISSUE"S CONTRIBUTORS:
RON ISON, MIIB GOTTFRIED,
MATT ANDREA, NEIL HOFFMAN, MIKE ELLWOOD, SANDY ROBERTS, STEVE
BRADY.
THANKS ALSO TO DAVE SIEGERT, WALLY ASHBY AND OTHERS FOR
SENDING OTHER MATERIAL, WHICH WILL APPEAR IN LATER ISSUBS.
COMING

EVENTS

June 22 Saturday. Caroline Stone Quarry, Va. No li.it.
Yorktown, Eastover, Choptank, Calvert, Nanjemoy, Aquia formations.
From D.C. area: go south on 1-95 toward Richmond; exit at
Rte. 207 in Caroline County.
OR cross 301 bridge to Va., continue toward 1-95 (301 becomes 207).
From both directions: turn
off 207 south onto U.S. 1 where there are signs to Carmel Church.
Go 2 mi.; turn in entrance on right, which is 1 mi. north of the
North Anna River (if you get to the river you've gone too far).
Drive into lot by field office trailer; aeet the group there at
10 a.lI. Found at this site:
12-million-year-old
whale, 4" shark
teeth.
Get to see skeletons and assist in digging them out.
You
may keep most material you find but vertebrate expert at site
will request donation of unusual specimens. Call in Sunday, June
9, 9-11 to Steve Brady, 301-257-9113.
Culpeper Quarry--to see dinosaur tracks.
No collecting.
This is a do-it-yourself
tour; you can go anyti.e on the following dates:
May 25 , 26, June 1 , 2, June 8 , 9.
Hake out a check for $5 per person to the Virginia Museum of
Natural History.
Send with a letter requesting a trip; specify
2 (consecutive) days you can come and 2 times per day (10 a.II.,
11 a.m., 1, 2, 3 p.m.).
Mail to Dinosaur Track Tour Reservations, Uirginia Museull of Natural History, 1007 Douglas Avenue,
Martinsville, VA 24112.
You'll be mailed a confirmation of date,
tille, travel directions, other info. Tours go rain or shine.
Arrive 20 ain. before tour starts.
Mo one under 6 adllitted.

